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About HARMAN

HARMAN Professional Solutions is the world’s largest professional audio,
video, lighting, and control products and systems company. It serves the
entertainment and enterprise markets with comprehensive systems, including
enterprise automation and complete IT solutions for a broad range of
applications.
HARMAN Professional Solutions brands comprise AKG Acoustics®, AMX®,
BSS Audio®, Crown International®, dbx Professional®, DigiTech®, JBL
Professional®, Lexicon®, Martin®, Soundcraft® and Studer®. These bestin-class products are designed, manufactured and delivered to a variety of
customers, including tour, cinema, retail, corporate, government, education,
large venue and hospitality.
In addition, HARMAN’s world-class product development team continues
to innovate and deliver groundbreaking technologies to meet its customers’
growing needs. For scalable, high-impact communication and entertainment
systems, HARMAN Professional Solutions is your single point of contact.

About Sound Technology Ltd
Sound Technology Ltd is the specialist audio distributor of HARMAN
Professional Solutions in the UK and Republic of Ireland. We provide system
design, demonstration facilities and servicing of all HARMAN audio products.
In this document you’ll find some relevant case studies. For any further
information, to speak to our system designers, or to arrange a demo, please
call us on 01462 480000.

Salisbury Cathedral

The world famous 13th century Salisbury Cathedral welcomes some
300,000 visitors each year — either to view the Magna Carta or attend its
programme of major services, concerts, religious festivals — or simply for
private worship; and they expect the sound in this reverberant space to be
heard coherently and intelligibly.
A total of 42 JBL CBT loudspeakers were deployed, alternating CBT70J
and CBT100LA models. A pair of CBT70JE columns provide extended
bass response, whilst JBL PRX718XLF subwoofers are provided for use for
performance events.
Design / Installation:
EM Communications

The distributed loudspeakers are driven by Crown’s new generation DCi
Install Series amplifiers, eight DCi4/600 and two DCi4/300, selected for
their efficiency and remote sleep facility. Crown XLS1502 amps power
the CBT70J/CBT70JE combination, which is positioned at the front of the
Nave. The DCi’s integrate fully with the Soundweb DSPs in Harman’s Audio
Architect software — a combination which has already proven successful
in a number of high profile.
The new audio network has been divided into six zones; Trinity Chapel, the
North and South Transepts, the Quire, the Crossing and the Nave. They are
fed from five rack positions — the main one behind the organ and two in
each of the north and south triforium ‘galleries’.

The Soundweb system comprises a Soundweb London BLU-160, two BLU-120, and
three BLU-100. There is a requirement for 32 inputs (CD, mic, aux) hence the addition
of a BLU-BIB input expander and two BLU-BOB output expanders. All devices are
connected within each rack location via BLU Link, whilst the new BSS BLU-DAN
interfaces the entire Soundweb system onto a Dante network.

The final piece in the Harman Professional jigsaw is the Soundcraft Performer 3 mixing
console which will be used predominantly for live music and ‘special event’ productions
such as Salisbury Festival. Aside from the Dante option card, it is also equipped with a
MADI card to talk to the Soundcraft Mini Stagebox 32R, which meets broadcast needs
by the BBC.
The entire system is controlled intuitively by the vergers, using two iPads, both
configured identically, using the Harman HiQnet Motion Control Apple iOS app.
The new system delivers wholly integrated control and monitoring via Harman
Professional’s Audio Architect, allowing much greater flexibility and information
feedback than previously.
The installation has met all criteria, according to Salisbury Cathedral Floor Manager,
Russell Cruse. “It has been a great success in terms of speech intelligibility and clarity
and I have received positive feedback from the guides, vergers and clergy. From an
operator’s point-of-view, it is much easier to use given the flexibility that the iPad
controls allow. Overall, the whole project has been very successful.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Mixing

Network and Control

Crown DCi 4|300
Crown DCi 4|600
Crown XLS1502

JBL CBT 100LA-1S
JBL CBT 70J-1
JBL PRX718XLF

Soundcraft Si Performer 3

BSS Soundweb BLU-160
BSS Soundweb BLU-120
BSS Soundweb BLU-100
BSS BLU-BOB
BSS BLU-BIB
BSS BLU-DAN

All Souls College, Oxford

Salisbury Cathedral
The world famous 13th century Salisbury Cathedral welcomes
some 300,000 visitors each year — either to view the Magna Carta
or attend its programme of major services, concerts, religious fesOf all the buildings set within the historic cloisters of Oxford’s world famous
tivals — or simply for private worship; and they expect the sound in
university, one that really stands out is the Chapel at All Souls College — one
this reverberant space to be heard coherently and intelligibly.
of the city’s oldest, whose origins date back to 1438-1442. Built by master
mason Richard Chevynton, the original structure of the carved reredos
(screen altarpiece) dates from around 1447 but the Chapel was almost
completely rebuilt following its destruction by Puritans, followed later by a
mid-19th century renovation, heavily influenced by Victorian design ideals.
The chapel contains 40 stalls, for the 40 Fellows of the original foundation
and a high chapel roof — but the difference in reverberation times, and
therefore audibility, between a full chapel scenario to an empty one was
palpable. And this was causing major concern.
Design / Installation:
City AV

And so the facility’s regular service specialists, City AV, were brought in to
assist. The company, which has provided the Chapel with temporary PA
systems for a number of years, proposed an amplified system, and so for
the first time a pair of AKG C747 shotgun condenser mics were installed in
the stalls lectern. “This was important, particularly for the older members
of the congregation and those who were hard of hearing,” said MD, Peter
Gunn.

Readings are given from the main Eagle lectern in the centre of the chapel. Faced
with a solid floor, which prevented hidden cabling, CAV decided to run AKG’s new
GN155 (155cm high) flexible wired mic, fitted with CK33 hypercardioid capsule, a B48L
Phantom power supply and a AKG WMS420 instrument radio kit, making the GN155 a
wireless system. Celebrants can also operate wirelessly with a lavalier version of the
WMS420 radio system.
The chapel contains 40 stalls, for the 40 Fellows of the original foundation and a
high chapel roof — but the difference in reverberation times, and therefore audibility,
between a full chapel scenario to an empty one was palpable. And this was causing
major concern.
Readings are given from the main Eagle lectern in the centre of the chapel equipped
with AKG’s GN155 (155cm high) flexible wired mic, fitted with CK33 hypercardioid
capsule, a B48L Phantom power supply and a AKG WMS420 instrument radio kit,
making the GN155 a wireless system. Celebrants can also operate wirelessly with a
lavalier version of the WMS420 radio system.
Also sourced from the HARMAN portfolio, Crown CT 475 Com-Tech DriveCore
4-channel amps feed invisible wall speakers and a BSS Soundweb London BLU-101
(12-in/8-out) DSP holds the gain structure, although the officiating clergy also have
the benefit of a.Soundcraft EFX8 8-channel mic mixer for manual override. The Crown
CT475, delivers class-leading energy-efficiency thanks to Crown’s unique DriveCore
technology, whilst its fanless design ensures whisper quiet operation ideal for the
chapel.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Microphones

Mixing

Network and Control

Crown CT475

AKG GN155 Set
AKG CK33
AKG C747 V11
AKG WMS420

Soundcraft EFX8

BSS Soundweb BLU-101

Guru Nanak Darbar

Integrated system combines a Soundcraft Expression 2 console, JBL
PRX400 loudspeakers, Crown XLi Series amplifiers and a variety of AKG
speech and instrument microphones
Rory Alderson may only be 23, but he already has nine years’ experience in
the front line, having been in the pro audio industry since he was 14 — mixing sound in both the studio and live environments.

Installation:
RoryAldLive

With precocious audio ears it was only a matter of time before he set up
his own company — which he did in 2007. Based in Rochester, Kent, RoryAld Live has now provided a Harman Professional solution using multiple
brands for the Guru Nanak Darbar — a Gurdwara (Sikh temple) in nearby
Gravesend. One of the largest in Europe, it has three spacious meditation
halls at its core.
Experiencing problems with reverberance and distortion in the high domed
main worship hall — and faced with the need to have its own fully-optimised and permanently installed system — the authorities contacted Rory
after being impressed with the quality of the Soundcraft Si Expression mixing console he had used when providing sound reinforcement for a Sikh
wedding at the site. “They then invited me back to do their New Year’s Eve
event and informed me that they needed a proper system,” he states. And
so Rory Alderson started to design a system.

Guru Nanak Darbar (cont.)

The technician is certainly no stranger to the Soundcraft platform. “I first started using
an Si Compact 32 over three years ago and loved it. The effects were amazing and
suddenly I didn’t have to carry outboard gear and heavy desks around with me — so I
decided to buy one.”
Back at the Gurdwara, Rory Alderson’s start point was to rewire the main hall and install
a Soundcraft Si Expression 2 desk (with 24 recallable mic pre amps) at balcony level,
along with a digital snake and Soundcraft Compact Stagebox 16 in the drive rack. He
then set about configuring the digital matrix.

Sound Technology Ltd introduced Rory to JBL’s cost effective PRX412 enclosures. A
demo convinced him that six could be run in pairs down the rectangular 1000-capacity
main worship hall, mounted high up and pointing straight down to minimise echo and
reflections. These are delayed towards the rear and run in stereo pairs from two Crown
XLi 2500 amplifiers.
“It made sense to stay within the Harman stable,” he says “The temple operates 24/7
so we needed a solution that was reliable. The 90° x 50° coverage pattern ensured
there would be no flat spots.
“We EQ’d the system in the Si Expression 2, which is an extremely user friendly desk,
and set the delays in the desk matrix. It’s a vast improvement on what they had before.
They can be run both at low volume and at a higher SPL when the temple is full, without feedback.”
Source inputs include an AKG C747 at the palki (the canopy where the book of Sikh
scripture resides) and AKG D5s onstage, with live music from AKG D40 instrument
mics, as well as line devices such as CD. As for outputs, in addition to the main PA system, the sound feeds pre-existing ceiling speakers in the entrance as well as external
loudspeakers.
While RoryAld Live will continue to provide special event support for the temple from
its rental stock the company’s proprietor can relax in the knowledge that the Gurdwala’s main hall (Darbar Sahib) now has a fully-professional system, overseen by a technician which he has helped to train.
PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Microphones

Mixing

Crown XLi2500

JBL PRX 412M

AKG C747 V11
AKG D5
AKG D40

Soundcraft Si Expression 2
Soundcraft Mini Stagebox
16R

St Mel’s Cathedral

A major JBL Intellivox digitally controlled beam steering sound system has
been installed in the restored St. Mel’s Cathedral in Longford, Ireland by
Sound Productions.
Originally built between 1840-1856, and situated in the Diocese of Ardagh
and Clonmacnois, this flagship cathedral is considered one of the finest Roman Catholic churches in Ireland.

Design / Installation:
Sound Productions

But on Christmas Day 2009 it was completely destroyed by fire, leaving only
the perimeter wall intact. A long rebuilding process, true to the original, began and the new altar was finally consecrated in March last year, with the
reopening on Christmas Eve.
In charge of the project was the Bishop of Ardagh and Clonmacnoise, Colm
O’Reilly.AWN Acoustic Consultants were engaged to acoustically model the
proposed rebuild and make predictions and recommendations in respect of
materials that might be used to reduce the previous reverberation time of
over six seconds. They calculated that the RT of an empty room could be
reduced to 5.6s with the use of absorptive treatments.

St Mel’s Cathedral (cont.)

However, feeling that this might have a negative impact on the aesthetic and historic elements
of the building, Dublin based Sound Productions, who had previously worked successfully with
AWN on a number of acoustically challenging projects, recommended an alternative that would
avoid using absorptive treatments and at the same time meet the acoustic performance requirement of the tender document. To reinforce their argument, they took the architect, Colm
Redmond of Fitzgerald Kavanagh & Partners, and the parish priest to another Intellivox project
— in St Michael’s Athy Co Kildare — which had a a similar RT time.
According to Sound Productions’ senior project manager, Peadar Carley, by importing AWN’s
ODEON acoustic model into the JBL Intellivox dedicated DDA software, speaker directivity patterns could be optimised via an Intellivox DS280 solution.
As a result, six Intellivox DS280’s have been specified and mounted (avoiding the stone pillars).
A frequent problem solver for Sound Productions, the DS280 is capable of providing a constant sound pressure level over a distance of up to 35m, in demanding acoustical conditions
such as this. Each enclosure houses 16 custom designed, 4” loudspeakers, driven by a built-in
eight-channel Class-D amplifier.
Two loudspeakers are situated in free standing bespoke stainless steel housing, left and right
of the altar, a further two are distributed left and right along the side aisles and the final pair are
each side of the transepts — with JBL ADC-V90 infills and fold back to the altar further boosting
speech intelligibility. At the same time, the voices of the high choir and folk choir (which has its
own breakout box to facilitate sound requirement) are evenly dispersed throughout the church.
Summing up, Peadar Carley said, “As with all such projects achieving quiet time when all trades
are trying to meet a completion deadline is difficult. The project managers were very accommodating for both Sound Productions and Fratelli Rufatti, the organ builders. They ensured that we
had at least one full day and two evenings without any construction noise to facilitate our final
commissioning.”As a result, congregants are now enjoying the vastly improved audio quality in
their new environment, which pays homage to the original architecture — but with a larger sanctuary bringing them closer to the altar.

PRODUCTS USED:
Loudspeakers
JBL Intellivox DS280

St Andrews CofE Church

When St. Andrew’s C of E Church in the Gloucester village of Churchdown
decided to reorientate its interior through 90° to better accommodate its
growing congregation, it presented a real audio challenge for Kelly Gibson’s integration company Revolution Multimedia. And it was one he was
able to meet with a Harman Professional solution.

Design / Installation:
Revolution Media

“The church is growing at an enormous rate,” he confirmed. “The building
is extremely wide, with what are almost transepts on the side, so they
decided to tear out and replace the floor, using under-floor heating as part
of a complete interior makeover, and turn the seating through 90°. This has
given them an enlarged capacity of 360 seats instead of the former 210.
Sound Technology’s Project Support Team assisted with computer simulations. “With the congregation now facing the long wall we knew the
speakers would need to be wide dispersion. And so Sound Technology
recommended the JBL CBT70J [Constant Beamwidth Column Array], as
they would be discreet, with no visible cables and brackets.
JBL CBT Constant Beamwidth Technology columns are specifically designed for difficult acoustic spaces. Unlike traditional columns, JBL CBT
use a true line array design combined with patented, passive technology
to produce a very narrow vertical pattern (switchable between 45 and 25

St Andrews CofE(cont.)

degrees) which by ensuring fewer unwanted reflections off hard surfaces such as floors and
ceilings delivers exceptional intelligibility. The CBT70J model features sixteen 1”” HF drivers
and four 5”” LF drivers delivering even projection of full-range audio across a wide and deep
audience area. All this is achieved using a cost-effective and entirely passive design, without
the need for complex, and expensive, digital electronics. The end result is an affordable, simple
to install range of loudspeakers that deliver powerful, full-range and highly intelligible audio in
even the most taxing acoustic environments.
Three CBT70J’s in white are wall mounted at intervals high up on the long wall above the vaulted windows, while the fourth column speaker is a black CBT50LA, which is concealed up in
the vaults high up among the dark beams. Two floor-standing JBL ASB 6112 1000W single 12in
subs provide LF extension.
The system is matched with the Crown XTi 4002 amps (driving the tops) and XTi 2002 (for the
sub bass) amps. These amps have their own built-in DSP, and accompanied by a dbx DriveRack 260 Kelly Gibson again consulted with Sound Technology’s project team to see how he
could best maximise the presets, with the DriveRack providing full bandpass and crossover
configurations as well as independent output processing. Like everything else, the set-up is
intuitive and the church was immediately impressed with the configurability of this loudspeaker
management system.
The seating has been covered in cloth, providing a deadening effect to the room’s inherent
reflections, and Kelly is able to run the system with very little EQ. “You can tune these speakers
for either voice or music — and I opted for ‘music’ ”, he said.
“The feedback from the church has been fantastic — their jaws dropped when they heard it for
the first time; it’s so much better than the old system they had in before and the music can be
heard a lot more clearly.”
Revolution Multimedia also supplied various AKG mics including three AKG WMS 470 UHF
wireless systems - a handheld condenser and two bodypack transmitters with HC 577 L invisible headworn mics.
To mix the mics and any line inputs the church itself opted for a Soundcraft Si Compact 24 digital mixer, which combines all the benefits of digital with an intuitive analogue feel. “The musicians play in different band configurations so this enables them to save a scene and then recall
it,” says Kelly. “They also like the fact that it can be password protected and particular profiles
set up for designated users.
The conversion has been a complete success, enabling St. Andrew’s to be able to add a further 150 seats.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Microphones

Processing

Crown XTi6002
Crown XTi4002
Crown XTi2002
Crown XTi1001

JBL CBT 70J
JBL CBT 50LA
JBL ASB6112

AKG WMS470
AKG HC577L

dbx DriveRack 260

Loudspeakers
JBL CBT Series

•
•

Passive controlled-coverage column
speakers
Designed for difficult acoustic spaces

•
•

Our most popular solution for Houses of
Worship
50cm - 2m models to suit all applications

Designed for spaces that are acoustically challenging and would typically use larger, visually obtrusive pointand-shoot speakers, JBL Professional’s CBT Series incorporate technical advancements that allow them to vastly
outperform competitive systems, with a level of user-friendliness that virtually eliminates the challenges of
delivering great sound.

JBL Control 60 Series

•
•

Sylish design pendant speakers
2” to 8” driver sizes plus subwoofer model

JBL Control Contractor 60 Series Pendant loudspeakers
bring renowned JBL sound and outstanding coverage
to spaces with open architecture or high-ceilings, while
providing superior voice and musical clarity for rooms
with difficult acoustics.

•
•

Simple to install with included hardware
Available in black and white and can be
painted

JBL’s proprietary conical RBI Radiation Boundary
Integrator combines a large diameter high-frequency
waveguide with low-frequency projection apertures
that work in tandem to provide a seamless integration
of coverage between the two coaxially-mounted
drivers.

JBL Control Contractor 20 Series
•
•

Surface mount loudspeaker for voice and
music reproduction
Weather-resistant enclosures

•
•

Voiced to match other JBL installation
speakers
Choose from 13 models

JBL Control Contractor 20 Series surface-mount speakers and subwoofers deliver full, rich sound,
high SPL output and wide, consistent coverage. The Control Contractor 20 line balances superior
fidelity with versatility, ease-of-installation and contemporary style.
Models feature weather-resistant transducers
and enclosures, and their molded, highimpact polystyrene shells are available in
black or white and are paintable to blend
in with the architecture. The built-in JBL
Invisiball® mounting technology makes
installation a breeze.
Choose from 13 models in an array of
transducer sizes, coverage patterns and
output ranges.

Loudspeakers
JBL Intellivox
•
•
•
•
•

Beam-forming self-powered loudspeaker arrays
Superb speech intelligability
Slim, inobtrusive design
Column sizes of 1.8 to 5m provide coverage up to 70m
Meets stringent demands of Voice Alarm applications

The Intellivox range is the perfect solution to one of the most difficult problems
facing modern sound system designers - designing an intelligible sound
reinforcement/public address system for a large reverberant space.
The biggest challenge is designing a system which will have a high direct to
reverberant sound ratio. In other words, we need to maximise the sound that
arrives directly to the listeners ear, while at the same time reducing the sound
energy that bounces off walls, ceilings and other acoustically reflective
surfaces.
The solution seems simple. However, in practice it is difficult to achieve this with
conventional loudspeakers. This is why the Intellivox Range was developed.
Intellivox products make it possible to control the vertical directivity pattern and
aim the sound where you want it - at the listener. Going a step beyond today’s
standard beam steering, JBL’s DDS (Digital Directivity Synthesis) technology
allows for full control of near field and far field coverage creating an asymmetric
vertical beam contoured specifically to your application.

JBL PRX Series
•
•
•
•

Self-powered Portable PA
Excellent sound quality for music reproduction
Lightweight and durable construction
JBL PRX Connect app for remote control of built-in EQ, limiter &
volume

With the PRX800-series, JBL has channelled
70-years of design experience for the world’s
largest stages, to create the loudest portable
speakers in their class. JBL believe great
speakers are more than just loud so PRX800 are
engineered for clear, detailed response, even at
peak SPLs. With tour grade components along
with strict product validation including JBL’s100hour full power testing, PRX800 are rugged
enough to keep performing for the long haul.
And with built-in Wi-Fi, the PRX-Connect app,
and the new V2 firmware update, you’ll set up
and experience the best sound PRX800 has to
offer, faster than ever.

Signal Processing & Distribution
BSS BLU-100

•
•

12-input, 8-output configurable signal
processor
48 channel l0w latency digital audio bus over
Cat5 cable

Soundweb London is HARMAN’s flexible and scalable
audio processing and signal distribution platform.
Whether you require the high bandwidth audio
networking of a digital audio bus, DSP capability, input
/ output expansion or a specific mix of functionality,
Soundweb London offers the building blocks of a tailormade system.

•
•

Configuration control & monitoring via
HiQnet Audio Architect
Integrates with other members of the
Soundweb London family

configurable signal processing and a high bandwidth,
fault tolerant digital audio bus. It can operate as a
standalone device or be integrated into a larger system.
Soundweb London is programmed and controlled
by HiQnet Audio Architect software, and a range of
programmable wall controllers gives local control.

The BLU-100 is the entry into the platform and offers
a fixed configuration of 12 inputs and 8 outputs,

dbx ZonePRO

•
•

Fixed configuration signal processor
Full suite of DSP including EQ, filtering,
limiting & feedback suppression

•
•

Speedy setup Wizard for configuring and
editing
12x6 and 6x4 I/O models available with or
without front panel control.

The ZonePRO® products have long been the obvious choice for managing
commercial audio applications. They’re easy to install and use – thanks to step-bystep setup wizards – and they’re backed by long track record of dbx reliability. The
fact that so many are in use in locations worldwide speaks to their popularity and
dependable performance.
The Zone Controllers offer extended utility to the ZonePRO families. The nine Zone
Controllers provide logic control ranging from zone source selection, volume and
muting, to program or scene selection and fire safety interface.

Amplifiers
Crown CDi DriveCore

•
•

Designed for small to medium installations
Available in 2 or 4 channels, 300W - 1200W
output per channel

The CDi DriveCore Series is designed for any smallto-medium sized installation application and boasts
an impressive mix of high-performance, rich feature
set, and competitive cost - ultra-efficient DriveCore
technology, DSP including delay, EQ, Crossover and

•
•

Comprehensive DSP
Preloaded with JBL speaker tunings

LevelMAX limiter, 70/100V outputs, GPIO/Aux port
for monitoring, preset recall, power, mute and more,
Network & control over HARMAN’s Audio Architect, BL
models have HARMAN’s BLU link digital interface.

Crown DCi DriveCore

•
•

High-end installation amplifiers
Comprehensive DSP & advanced system
monitoring

•
•

Available in 2-8 channels, 300W - 1250W
output per channel
Digital networking options including BLUlink,
Dante, AES67 & AVB

The Crown DriveCore™ Install series amplifiers is a complete line of high performance installation amplifiers
based on the proprietary DriveCore™ technology.
DCi Series amplifiers are designed, engineered and manufactured to the industry’s highest quality standards,
and provide system integrators with the advanced features and flexibility required for challenging 21st century
installed sound applications.
Versatile, compact and highly energy-efficient, DCi Series amplifiers continue the unbroken Crown tradition of
leadership in professional and commercial power amplifier technology.
Crown’s exclusive DriveCore amplifier technology seamlessly integrates the amplifier drive stage into the
power output stage fusing everything into a chip the size of a penny. By reducing the part count by over 500,
DriveCore™ greatly reduces design complexity compared to that of traditional amplifiers. That makes DriveCore™
amps more efficient and more reliable than those of its competitors.

Crown XLi Series
•
•
•

•
•

Powerful, reliable, affordable multipurpose amplifiers
Four models, identical except power
output
Efficient forced-air cooling

Stereo / parallel / bridge-mono modes
Protection against short circuit, no-load,
and RF interference

For applications where there is no requirement
for DSP built into the amplifier, there is the
Crown XLI Series. The four models in the
series - the XLi800, XLi1500, XLi2500 and
XLi3500 - are identical except for output
power.
Features include RCA and XLR inputs, user
selectable input sensitivity of 0.755V or 1.4V,
Speakon® and binding post outputs, stereo/
parallel/bridge-mono mode, power/fault/
signal presence/clip indicators, forced-air
cooling; and protection against shorts, noload, on/off thumps and radio-frequency
interference.

Crown XTi 2 Series
•
•

Multi-purpose amplifiers with DSP
Four models, identical except power
output

Crown XTi2 Series amplifiers are designed for
applications that need high output without the
functions of a dedicated installation amplifier.
Typically used to power Performance PA
systems, the XTi2 amps feature PeakX Plus
limiters, 3 user-definined fan modes and
system monitoring to ensure reliable operation.

•
•

Efficient forced-air coolingPeakX Plus
limiters
49 user definable presets

Mixing
Soundcraft Signature Series
•
•

Compact analogue mixers with effects
2-in, 2-out USB interface for recording and
playback

The Signature Series combines a superb
analogue control surface with the unrivalled
British sound of Soundcraft thanks to high-grade
Ghost® preamps, the most
musical EQ in the business, pristine Lexicon®
effects and powerful dbx® dynamics.
Signature mixers are available in a variety of sizes
with 10, 12, 16 and 22 inputs, and all have a 2-in,
2-out USB interface for recording and streaming.
Also available is the Signature MTK series, with
all the features of the Signature series but with a
multitrack audio interface for recording up to 22
channels individually.

Soundcraft Notepad Series
•
•
•
•

Ultra-compact analogue mixers
2-in, 2-out USB interface for recording and
playback
5, 8 and 12 input models
Easy to use

Where only a few channels are needed, and space is at
a premium, the Soundcraft Notepad series combines
professional-grade analogue components, renowned
HARMAN digital signal processing, metal chassis,
Lexicon effect engine (Notepad-8FX and 12FX only) and
a built-in USB audio interface.

•
•

10, 12, 16 and 22 input models
MTK models have multitrack USB interface
for recording each channel individually

Soundcraft Ui24R
•
•

Complete rackmountable mixing and
recording system
24 inputs including 20 microphone channels

•
•

Wireless control from anywhere in the venue
with any PC, Mac, tablet or phone
Multitrack recording and playback

The Soundcraft Ui24R is a complete, rack-mountable, digital mixing and multi-track recording system that
delivers flexible I/O, pristine sound quality, intuitive wireless control, and roadworthy reliability—all in a
streamlined design.
The system can double as a stagebox and can be controlled by up to 10 devices mobile devices - tablet, phone
or laptop, via Ethernet or built-in dual-band Wi-Fi, making it possible to control mixing and multi-track recording
wirelessly from anywhere in the venue. Each musican can have control over their individual on-stage mix, and all
settings are recallable for repeat performances.

Soundcraft Si Impact
•
•

As simple to use as an analogue mixer with
all the power of digital
Huge DSP power - mix up to 80 channels

•
•

32 in/32 out recording interface
Optional stageboxes and interface cards

Drawing on over 40 years experience in live sound mixing, Si Impact brings the latest digital mix innovations
together with the unrivalled sound quality of Soundcraft. Designed to be as simple as an analog mixer, but offer
radical workflow enhancements such as the unique FaderGlow™ system, massive DSP power, and a pristine
32-in/32-out USB audio interface, Si Impact delivers digital live sound mixing and recording for those who refuse
to compromise on audio quality.

Microphones
AKG C747
•
•

Industry standard lecturn microphone
Low profile and unobtrusive

•
•

RFI shielding to block unwanted interference
Mounting accessories included

The AKG C747 is a professional condenser capsule with a flat
frequency response and a clean off-axis response. Thanks to its
inconspicuous appearance, it has become an industry standard
speech and lectern microphone.
The C747 features an integrated RFi shield to block out
unwanted interference from mobile phones, wireless
microphones and other wireless devices. The C747 V11 ships
with an extensive accessory set including a shock mount
adapter, mini-gooseneck, stand adapter, mounting clamp,
thread link and windscreen.

AKG DMS300
•
•

Digital wireless system
Adaptive channel selection eliminates
inteference

•
•

Licence-free 2.4GHz operation
Handheld and beltpack transmitter options compatible with all AKG micro-mics

AKG DMS300 professional digital wireless system combines signature
AKG sound quality and eight channels of rock-solid, license-free 2.4GHz
operation with advanced security features,
extended battery life and the ultimate ease-of-use.
The DMS300 is available in two options: with a
high-quality, AKG handheld microphone or with a
bodypack. The bodypack is instrument ready and
can also be combined with a wide range of AKG
headsets or clip-on mics (available separately) for
presenters.
DMS300 systems were designed for intuitive
operation with a high-resolution front-panel LCD
screen that allows easy setup, monitoring and
control. Channel pairing is push-button painless,
with channel number display for easy identification.
Adaptive channel selection takes the guesswork
out of locating available wireless channels. And up
to eight DMS300 systems can be synced and used
simultaneously.

AKG CK99
•
•
•

Spoken word lavalier microphone
Small housing and durable metal clip for
secure mounting
Compatible with all AKG wireless systems

The CK99 L is a condenser lavalier microphone with
cardioid polar pattern. It provides a natural sound,
with a slight rise above 10kHz for added clarity,
perfect for applications in houses of worship, lectures
and theatres.
Thanks to its small housing and the included
durable metal clip, it can be inconspicuously and
securely mounted on clothes. The CK99 L provides
a professional three-pin mini XLR connector that
fits the body pack transmitters of all AKG wireless
microphone systems.

AKG C555
•
•
•

Lightweight headworn microphone
Left and right flexible arm mounting
Compatible with all AKG wireless systems

The C555 L high-performance head-worn condenser
microphone is ideal for handsfree applications,
including presentations or onstage performances.
The C555 L rests securely and comfortably on the
head, and can be attached to the left or right side
of the behind-the-neck headband as desired. A
transducer shock mount reduces handling noise to a
minimum. The moisture shield ensures a high degree
of humidity protection for the microphone.
The C555 L provides a three-pin mini XLR connector
and can be used with all AKG body-pack transmitters.

AKG CHM99
•
•
•

Hanging choir microphone
Wide pickup angle for superior coverage
Available in black and white

The CHM99 is a hanging microphone module with
cardioid polar pattern, used to record music or
speech in houses of worship, conference rooms or on
theatre stages.
A 10m cable that is treated specially to reduce
twisting to a minimum and a spring steel hanging
clamp for precise microphone alignment keeps the
microphone securely in its position. The attached
phantom power adapter connects to any standard
mixer input with 9V to 52V power supply.

TECHNOLOGY

Next Steps
The products highlighted in this guide represent
a fraction of the HARMAN Professional audio
catalogue.
For any further information, to speak to our system designers, or to arrange a demo, please
call us on 01462 480000.

